7. Private and Public Reciprocity

7.1 Types of Reciprocity
According to comuneros, there are four kinds of reciprocal exchange. Two
involve agreements between individuals and two between the community as a
whole and some institution such as the church or the state. I shall designate
these two types of reciprocity as "private" and "public."
Private reciprocity entails what is called ayni and minka, and public involves
mita and faena. According to the Chuschino definition, minka is when an individual calls for aid, usually in the form of labor of some kind, and those
who respond to his call are "lending ayni" for which they expect repayment
in comparable labor or service. The same network is called upon when a ritual
obligation demands many hands and much trago and chicha for successful
completion. Examples of private reciprocity will be given in 7.2. Public reciprocity will be discussed in 7.3. Faenas are public work days called by the
municipal government. Mita means "turn" and implies taking turns at serving
another. We will begin with private reciprocity, the backbone of Chuschino
society.
7.2 Private Reciprocity
An illustration of how ayni and minka function is given in an example of
the strategy used by a man who was an hijo politico (3.8), that is, was the illegitimate son of a married person. In his words, he was born of a woman not
his father's wife and had not received an inheritance or the promise of one from
his father. He had become the hijo de juramento of an apu, rich man. This is
a form of adoption wherein a simple ritual is performed in front of witnesses
and a cross, resulting in special fictive or adoptive relationships that are rather
fragile. In order to strengthen the relationship to his adopted father, he assumed
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the role of the dutiful son. When his adopted father sponsored a minka to
build one of his genealogical sons a house, the adopted son was one of the
eighteen men who attended four days of labor in response to the call for a
minka. He told me that he intended to build a new house next year and had
attended three house-building minkas in order to assure adequate ayni in
return. Those people for whom he had worked must repay him when he calls
a minka. The type of labor is not always equivalent, that is, one does not have
to repay house-building with house-building, but can substitute planting or
other labor. A strict accounting is kept of debts and credits. The comunero
who is ostracized from participating in the mutual aid network cannot survive
without recourse to cash for hired labor, and most comuneros do not participate in the cash economy of the nation. The example of the wakcha woman
who had been socially ostracized, discussed in 3.6, demonstrates the plight of
such a person.
In many cases, it is very doubtful whether the ayni-minka exchange system
is economically the most advantageous form of labor. The influential apu
comunero discussed above, who utilized minka-ayni to build his son's house
adjacent to his own, claimed he had spent over 3,000.00 soles on the minka
(about 70.00 dollars). He could have hired skilled laborers for less, but reciprocal aid is essential to the social fabric of Chuschi. Participation is one of
the criteria for comunero membership as well as the principal mechanism by
which one acquires status and demonstrates wealth. The sponsor of a minka
must provide three meals for all participants as well as coca, trago, and cigarettes for four rests during the day. House constructions and roofings occur
during August and September and have a festive air. (See plate 13.) For an
excellent description of the rituals accompanying a house construction, see
Mayer (1977).
For the fulfillment of ritual obligation, one calls upon the same network
of consanguineal, affinal, and spiritual kin to help with the heavy burden of
one's office. For all of the rituals described in chapters 5 and 6, a wide network was utilized for successful execution of each of the rituals. Two or three
weeks before the ritual preparations are begun, corn is buried to ferment for
the chicha; grains are prepared for the caldrons of soup; and the carguyoq,
"one with a responsibility," assigns special tasks to members of his network.
He will ask certain affines to act as servers of chicha and trago; he will pick
two of his masas to enact the required subordinate roles; the llumchus will
work at preparing chicha and food; and a compadre will be requested to stay
sober and keep a list of all the contributions of the kuyaq, "those who love
him." The kuyaq are all those who have contributed goods or labor to a
person holding a ritual responsibility. After the public observances are over,
the recipient of kuyaq aid holds a special private celebration to repay them
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Rate 13. Private Reciprocity: Communal House-Roofing.
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with food and drink in proportion to their generosity. I attended this special
celebration in the house of the alcalde of Lower Barrio after the public celebration of the Yarqa Aspiy in 1970. An analysis of the contributions of the kuyaq
reveals not only the structure of the aid network but the structure of the bilateral kindred as well.
In an interview, I asked the alcalde who had helped him with the fiesta, and
our conversation is transcribed below.
QUECHUA
Pikunataq ayudan chay fiesta
pasananpaq?

ENGLISH
Who helps you complete this
fiesta?

A:

Munay gustokullawanmiki
ruwakuniku.

With our own love we do it.

Q:

Peru, kan familiankuna yanapaq?

But don't your relatives help you?

A:

Peru, chayqariki aylluykuqa
yanapayllam yanapawanku maski
imatapas.

But that is just it, we, the ayllu,
we help ourselves in whatever way
possible.

Q:

Imakunawan?

With what?

A:

Kuyaq nispa botellawan iskay
botellawanpas.

It is he who loves us, expressing
(his love) with one or perhaps two
bottles.

Q:

Mana familia kaqkuna . . . ?

And those who are not your
family . . . ?

A:

Compadrekuna y karu familiakuna
chaykunallam. Taytamamanchikpam obligatorio chayta
yanapanakuy.

Our compadres and distant family
members, that's all. It is an obligation of our parents to help us.

Mamayku este trago [pointing to
the chicha]. Chay suegranpa
mamanpam debernin.

From our mothers comes this drink
[pointing to the chicha]. It's the
duty of the mothers-in-law and the
women [or mothers].

•Q:

Thirty-five people were present in the alcalde's house, of whom seven were
not ayllu, karu ayllu, or compadres to him. Six represented subordinate varayoq
who are obliged either to make a personal appearance in the house of the alcalde or to send someone with a bottle of trago as a symbol of their esteem.
The other non-related person was a cook from the nearby village of Quispillaqta,
contracted by the alcalde to prepare the special meal for his kuyaq. It is
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worth remembering that all eighteen members of the village's two vara systems
were simultaneously celebrating the kuyaq festivities. However, of greatest
magnitude were the observances of the two barrio alcaldes. They had borne
the heaviest expenses in goods and energy and had amassed the greatest kuyaq
contributions. The alcalde of Lower Barrio had expended the following:
Three and a half arrobas
(87 pounds) of trago

@

120.00 soles each = 420.00

20 packages of cigarettes

@

3.00 soles each = 60.00

@

10.00 soles each = 30.00

3 pounds of coca

Total expended in cash:

510.00

In addition, he had slaughtered three llamas for the communal meals and to
feed his kuyaq. The women of his ayllu and the "mothers-in-law" of his ayllu
provided approximately 120 liters of chicha (30 urpos) for the festivities. One
"distant aunt" represented these women by fulfilling the ritual role of dispensera. His kuyaq contributed a total of 25 bottles of trago and forty soles in
cash. All of these contributions were carefully recorded by a compadre, who
was instructed to stay sober during the festivities in order to keep an account
of all donations. He was literate and therefore kept a written record, but in
the past such accounts were committed to memory. At the feast of the kuyaq,
he read aloud each contribution, and the donor was served according to his
generosity. The person who had given one bottle of trago was served soup,
but the man who had contributed cash or four or five bottles of trago was
served a large portion of meat as well. (See plate 14.)
Figure 5 displays the gifts of ego's ayllu, karu ayllu, and his affines-his
wife's ayllu. The donations of his three compadres are not shown; they consisted of four bottles of trago from one and one bottle each from the other
two compadres. Nine bottles of trago and two soles were donated by nonkuyaq persons. These people were predominantly varayoq or their representatives, who appeared at the "convidio" with a bottle of trago as a demonstration of their esteem for the highest official. Such formal visitation is
expected of all subordinate varayoq.
The compadre who compiled the kuyaq list told me that people had performed as expected. The alcalde was pleased with his kuyaq and felt that his
last year of public office was successful due to the completion of the Yarqa
Aspiy. He could now retire from civil-ritual obligations, and would be considered by his fellow comuneros as apu, or rich. This term is applied to
comuneros who have material wealth and a large network of kin that can be
relied on (3.5). A man with material wealth but without the necessary kin to
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Plate 14. Women Preparing a Kuyaq Meal.
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execute his civil and ritual obligations is wakcha, poor or orphaned (3.6).
An examination of the chart of contributions reveals that certain features
of the structure of the kuyaq kin group are reflected in the contributions
made to the alcalde. On a general level, trago and money are expected from
men, labor and chicha from women. As the alcalde explained, "Chicha is the
obligation of our women or mothers and our mothers-in-law." Contributions
are expected from ego's male generation mates of his ayllu and karu ayllu (his
classificatory "near" and "far" brothers). Men who have married women of
ego's ayllu and karu ayllu are also expected to contribute. Moreover, the
heaviest obligations rest with ego's masa, a male who has married ego's daughter
or his female ayllu generation mate ("sister"). The masa's obligations are in
large part ritual.
A masa symbolically dramatizes the role of a male who has married a woman
of the ayllu. He is not addressed by name during a ritual; he must assume
female duties such as serving chicha and he must perform the antics of a
clown. In all, his behavior is a caricature of an outsider to the ayllu who has
a position inferior to that of its members.
In our example, the alcalde's daughter's husband contributed heavily—
twenty soles in cash and one bottle of trago—even though he could not attend
the three-day celebration and assume his ritual duties due to the demands of
wage employment. The alcalde found an appropriate substitute among the
other affines. A male who had married a karu pani, a "distant sister," of the
alcalde was chosen to assume the ritual duties of masa. On the diagram, the
female counterparts to masas, the llumchus, are women who have married into
the ayllu of the alcalde. This position is analogous to that of masa in that it
signifies an outsider to the ayllu who has married a male member. The ritual
duties of this position include service to one's husband's mother and her
female ayllu generation mates. The position does not have the symbolic asymmetric characteristics of the male outsider, the masa. Perhaps this is due to
the fact that the llumchu, or a female who has married into an ayllu, resides
in the house of her father-in-law and must serve her mother-in-law for a
period of years before the couple is allowed to establish a residence of their
own. The masa acts out the role of an outsider who has not been incorporated
into the group.
The alcalde himself stands in a masa relationship to his wife's father (in
this case, her step-father) and to her full brother and step-brother. However,
as the alcalde's kuyaq, these men contributed substantially to his ritual obligation. When they have a similar obligation to perform, theoretically they can
call upon the alcalde to fulfill his ritual duties as their masa. However, with
his exalted status as the highest indigenous official of Lower Barrio, he would
be spared such a subordinate position and a younger, less prestigious "outsider
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to the ayllu " would be chosen.
The ayllu of the alcalde and the ayllu of his wife interact with one another
in the symmetric relationship that is in opposition to the asymmetric relationship of masa and ayllu. All of the members of each ayllu, excluding ego and
his wife, are awra to one another (5.4). The expectations that ego has toward
the various persons occupying the categories of ayllu, karu ayllu, awra, and
compadre reflect structural features of the kin network. Examination of the
chart of kuyaq contributions reveals that different behavior is expected from
males than from females. Donations of trago and cash come from the following
males: (1) ego's ayllu generation mates, his "brothers," to whom ego stands
in an equivalent relationship; (2) ego's wife's generation mates, her "brothers,"
to whom ego stands in a masa relationship; (3) ego's masas, the symbolic
outsiders to his ayllu; and (4) ego's compadres de ramo, his spiritual kin (not
shown on chart), who sponsored his real or potential children.
Women are expected to provide labor and chicha. Those who marry one of
ego's male generation mates or one of his sons are llumchu to ego and are expected to aid the women of ego's ayllu in the preparation of ritual food.
Finally, the category of dispensera (dispenser of corn beer) is occupied by
a female karu tia, or "distant relative." It is interesting to note that the descendants of this person are potentially marriageable to ego. It is possible that
the position of dispenser symbolizes also the provider of women to one's
ayllu, or female wife-givers.
Each of these categories of kinship displays distinct agreed-on rights, duties,
and expectations. The organizing principles of differentiating by sex and
equivalence of generation mates are dramatized in reciprocal exchange. Also,
the concept of "my group" (ayllu) as opposed to "the outsider who has
married into my group" is portrayed by the subordinate roles of masa and
llumchu. The symmetric relationship of two ayllus joined by marriage is
reflected in the generosity of ego's affines. Terminologically, this structural
equivalence is reflected in the reciprocal awra term that is applied to those
affines who have been ritually redefined as "like consanguines." They are
opposed to those affines who occupy the subordinate category of "outsider"—
the masa and llumchu.
The category of compadre is interesting because we see only one type of
compadre participating-the compadre de ramo. This relationship is also
structurally equivalent and terminologically reciprocal. More important,
however, the ramo ritual is essential for the symbolic formation of a new
kindred.
The kindred structure is reinforced and perpetuated by the acts of reciprocity. The network of exchanges reaffirms the boundaries as well as the expectations of the ayllu, the awra, and compadrazgo relationships. The "game of
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reciprocity" is the focal point around which these ego-centered groups function.
The kuyaq reciprocal network not only reaffirms the kinship structure, it also
perpetuates the prestige system of the varayoq, which is the expression of
social hierarchy among comuneros of the village. If the kuyaq network of the
eighteen varayoq malfunctioned, the elaborate prestige system would decline.
In order to adequately perform the rituals that express social and cosmological order and insure fertility and abundance, the vara members of the two
barrios as well as the mayordomos depend on the aid and generosity of each
individual kuyaq network. In exchange for these ritual services, the vara
members, the mayordomos, and their kuyaq receive prestige and esteem from
the village. We might say that this is an instance of public reciprocity, whereby
the institution of the varas, as guardians of important sacred places and ritual
officiants, functions as a reciprocal relationship to the entire village. The new
agricultural cycle cannot begin until order as defined in the ecological partitioning of the comuneros' territory is established. In addition, the fertility of
Earth Mother (and of women) is assured by the appropriate enactment of the
Yarqa Aspiy. The fruitful results are dramatized during Santa Cruz and the
series of marriage ceremonies. Even the agnatic-centered Herranza depends on
private kin-based reciprocal aid for successful execution.
7.3 Public Reciprocity
The two forms of public reciprocity defined by Chuschinos are communal
work days, faenas, and serving in turn, mita. Communal labor, faena, is used
by government bureaucracies to build roads, schools, clinics, and bridges and
to carry out other public works projects such as the installation of potable
water, even though communal labor was abolished in 1810 (Fuenzalida 1970:
71). In Chuschi, faenas provided the labor for the road connecting the village
and the neighboring village of Cancha-Cancha in 196-1. In 1966 the road was
brought from the boundary of the village to the plaza with communal labor.
During 1963-1964, the village provided the labor and public works the materials
for a bridge across the Taksa Mayo, the small river separating Chuschi and
Quispillaqta. A water reservoir for potable water was constructed in 1969. And
finally, in 1970,1 witnessed the beginning of work on a road to connect Chuschi
with the new link to the coast, Los Libertadores. Each comunero household
is required to provide one male laborer for a prescribed number of work days.
The alcaldes of each barrio are responsible for attendance. They supervise a
canvass to notify all barrio residents and impose and collect fines from delinquents. The municipal government provides coca, trago, and cigarettes for two
half-hour breaks. Coca is weighed and apportioned to each male along with
one portion of trago and one cigarette for each break. Each comunero
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household provided six days of labor toward the installation of the potable
water canal. The comuneros explained that the qalas (mestizos) did not work
at all, yet they benefit from the water. One qala family hauled sand by horseback to prevent complaints. In 1969, seven qala men, most of them schoolteachers, worked one day on the new road. Comuneros commented that it
was the first time qalas had participated in faena labor.
Aged informants claim that mita, rotation labor, is declining. The only
instance in which mita is used today is by the church. I observed obligatory
labor by turn to repair the church and lay a new tile floor in 1967. The hatun
alcalde, as a servant to the church, was responsible for providing laborers.
With the abolition of the hatun varayoq structure, this form of labor is probably in danger of disappearing, as other forms of mita have in the past.
Within the memory of informants, mita was used by prominent qala families,
the priest, and the military to provide themselves with household servants and
field laborers. The comuneros have rebelled against such personal servitude,
but mita is still "prestado" (loaned) to the church. The church reciprocates
with coca, trago, and chicha. Public agencies are viewed as standing in an
exchange relationship with the community; labor is exchanged for the
esteemed coca, cigarettes, trago, and chicha. Workers disband when an agency
does not reciprocate with these expected items.
Both public and private reciprocity have played an essential role in
Chuschino migrants' successful adaptation to Lima's pueblos jovenes, the
squatter settlements. It appears that private kin-based and public institutional
reciprocity are not only basic Andean patterns but are also exchange structures that have facilitated adaptation to the urban environment. Now let us
examine the mechanisms by which adaptation is occurring.

